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 n Congress may consider invalidat-
ing every “rule” that was submit-
ted in compliance with Section 
801 of the Congressional Review 
Act as long as the period specified 
by Section 802 has not expired.

 n Congress may review and nullify 
every regulation or other “agency 
statement of general or particu-
lar applicability and future effect 
designed to implement, inter-
pret, or prescribe law or policy 
regulation or policy statement,” 
including interpretive rules, policy 
statements, guidance documents, 
or anything similar, such as “Dear 
Colleague” letters, because those 
documents are “designed to 
implement, interpret, or prescribe 
law or policy.”

 n The clock does not start to run 
on Congress’s special legisla-
tive review period until “the later 
of the date on which” the Fed-
eral Register publishes the rule or 
“Congress receives the report 
submitted under section 801(a)
(1).”

 n Accordingly, every regulation, 
policy statement, and the like that 
in Congress’s opinion has not yet 
been properly submitted for its 
review remains open for invalida-
tion today.

Abstract
The Congressional Review Act allows Congress to invalidate an 
agency rule while satisfying the Bicameralism and Presentment re-
quirements of Article I of the Constitution. A joint resolution of dis-
approval signed into law by the President invalidates the rule and 
bars an agency from thereafter adopting a substantially similar one 
absent a new act of Congress. Congress intended that the CRA apply 
broadly to whatever type of document an agency could use to strong-
arm a regulated party into complying with the agency’s views. Both 
regulations and interpretive rules fit under the umbrella of “rules” 
that Congress used to define the substantive scope of agency action. 
Congress also stated exactly when its opportunity to review and over-
turn a rule would commence: at the later of the date when the Federal 
register publishes the rule or when the agency properly submits it to 
Congress. Together, those provisions enable Congress to reach back 
and review agency legislative and interpretive regulations that were 
never properly submitted to Congress under the CRA.

Reconsidering Administrative Agency Action
The Congressional review act of 1996 (Cra)1 is Congress’s most 

recent effort to trim the excesses of the modern administrative state. 
The act requires the executive branch to report every “rule”2—a term 
that includes not only the regulations an agency promulgates, but 
also its interpretations of the agency’s governing laws—to the Sen-
ate and House of representatives so that each chamber can sched-
ule an up-or-down vote on the rule under the statute’s fast-track 
procedure. The act was designed to enable Congress expeditiously 
to overturn agency regulations by avoiding the delays occasioned by 
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the Senate’s filibuster rules and practices3 while also 
satisfying the article I bicameralism and Present-
ment requirements,4 which force the Congress and 
President to collaborate to enact, revise, or repeal 
a law.5 under the Cra, a joint resolution of disap-
proval signed into law by the President invalidates 
the rule and bars an agency from thereafter adopt-
ing any substantially similar rule absent a new act of 
Congress.6

Congress has resorted to the Cra only infre-
quently. between the statute’s enactment in 1996 
and 2011, agencies submitted more than 57,000 rules 
to Congress that led to 72 joint resolutions of disap-
proval, but only one became a law.7 The infrequent 
use of the Cra is not surprising. The President can 
veto a joint resolution of disapproval,8 and because 
the Office of Management and budget (OMb) must 
review proposed agency regulations, the President 
is not likely to scuttle a rule that an agency adopts 
during his tenure.9 accordingly, the optimal time for 
Congress to invoke the act is during the early days 
of a new administration.10 That transition has hap-
pened only three times since the act became law, the 
third one taking place in January 2017.

The 115th Congress and new President Donald 
Trump may be interested in using the Cra to invali-
date rules adopted by his predecessors. They may 
be particularly interested in eliminating many (if 
not all) “midnight regulations”—i.e., rules that were 
issued during the period when President barack 
Obama was a lame duck. but Congress and Presi-
dent Trump also might be interested in invalidating 
other rules that agencies have promulgated since the 
act became law but did not submit to Congress as the 
Cra requires.11

Since 1996, federal agencies have promulgated 
thousands of new rules that imposed billions of dol-
lars in costs on american industry.12 During the 
presidential campaign, President Trump expressed 
concern that overregulation has handicapped indus-
try’s ability to maintain existing jobs and gener-
ate new ones.13 He seems willing to work with the 
republican majorities in the new Congress to elimi-
nate unjustified regulations in order to put more 
people to work.

Of course, President Trump could use executive 
orders to rescind or modify rules or policies adopted 
during the Obama administration, but the repeal or 
revision of a regulation that has gone into effect must 
undergo the same administrative Procedure act 

(aPa)14 notice-and-comment period that an agen-
cy must follow when initially adopting a rule.15 The 
notice-and-comment process and the ensuing litiga-
tion, which will inevitably follow as the night follows 
the day, could put off for years the final resolution 
of the validity of a rule that neither Congress nor 
the President believes improves life for the ameri-
can public. Moreover, if Congress were to pass and 
President Trump were to sign into law a joint disap-
proval resolution, the agency would be barred from 
readopting the rule absent an intervening change 
in federal statutory law. President Trump and Con-
gress therefore might find that the Cra provides the 
best vehicle by which to eliminate what they see as 
unjustified economic burdens, partly because, in 
addition to eliminating the regulation, it would tie 
the hands of a regulatory agency in a future admin-
istration headed by a Democratic President.16

eight years, however, is a considerable period of 
time. The former President had Democratic majori-
ties in both houses of Congress for only the first 
two years of his administration. Once he lost that 
advantage, he and the agencies he oversaw as Presi-
dent increasingly resorted to the issuance of execu-
tive orders and agency interpretive rules or guid-
ance documents to effect changes in the law.17 He 
sought to achieve several controversial policy goals 
by resort to executive authority or an agency’s inter-
pretation of an act of Congress rather than by reli-
ance on the traditional legislative process, and some 
of those initiatives are by now several years old.18

Therefore, one question that has arisen is how far 
back Congress can reach to invalidate regulations 
adopted during the Obama administration. accord-
ing to the Congressional research Service, the Cra 
enables Congress to reach back past November 8 
to June 13, 2016, and use the Cra to invalidate any 
rule that was submitted to Congress on or after that 
date.19 It turns out, however, that Congress may have 
more room to reach back even further and disap-
prove of agency regulations and policy statements 
than it first believed. The reason is that the event 
that triggers the Cra clock is the later of two events: 
(1) the publication in the Federal Register of a rule or 
(2) the submission to Congress of a report contain-
ing its text and description.

The Provenance of Federal Agencies
In the 19th century, the foundation of the ameri-

can economy transitioned from a predominantly 
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local, agricultural orientation to a national, indus-
trial basis.20 Congress decided to seek help when reg-
ulating this new beast by turning to “an old friend” 
and making “a new one.”21 The old friend was the 
federal judiciary, to which Congress entrusted the 
task of interpreting new statutes such as the Sher-
man antitrust act.22 The new friend was an admin-
istrative agency, a government entity that could be 
part legislator, part investigator, and part adjudi-
cator. Selected for their impartiality and expertise, 
agency officials would implement the policies Con-
gress enacted in statutes by promulgating regula-
tions, investigating alleged wrongdoing in the form 
of a violation of the underlying statute or agency’s 
regulations, and resolving the very cases that it had 
investigated. The theory was that neither the states 
nor the Congress could answer every question raised 
by a national economy that continued to grow larger 
and more complex each year. So Congress empow-
ered a new type of expert to make decisions in much 
the same way that we today authorize a physician to 
decide how best to treat a disease.

The first federal agency was the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, which was created in 1887.23 
but it was the 20th century that saw the massive 
increase in federal agencies that we have today. 
beginning in 1914 with the establishment of the Fed-
eral Trade Commission24 and picking up steam dur-
ing the New Deal with such entities as the Securities 
and exchange Commission, Congress created a host 
of new federal agencies.25 Nor has Congress stopped 
in this century. Witness the birth of the Public Com-
pany accounting Oversight board as part of secu-
rities legislation enacted in 2010.26 The result is a 
forest of federal agencies to govern some aspect of 
both commercial and non-commercial activities: 

“There are regulatory régimes for a host of subjects 
that previously had been left to governance through 
contract or tort law, but now are supervised through 
some combination of statutes, regulations, and 
adjudications.”27

and those agencies have been busy. With regard 
to “legislative regulations,” which, like statutes, gov-
ern governmental or private conduct, and “inter-
pretive regulations” (and anything similar), which 
offer an agency’s opinion on the meaning of a statute, 
agencies have taken literally the motto (attributed 
to some Navy SeaLs) that “anything worth doing 
is worth overdoing. Moderation is for wimps.” If the 
number of agencies is like the number of trees in a 

forest, the number of regulations, adjudications, and 
“guidance documents” they generate is like the num-
ber of leaves on the trees.28 It is possible that the New 
Deal Congresses never envisioned the number of 
agency regulations, decisions, and opinions that we 
have today, but it is certain that we have them and 
that their number does not seem ever to grow smaller.

The Concern About the Ever-Growing 
and Smothering Effect of Federal Rules

a lament often heard today is that american life 
is governed, not by the officials we elect every two, 
four, or six years, but by the political appointees and 
bureaucrats who staff the archipelago of government 
offices that make up the so-called fourth branch of 
government.29 Those bureaus are the offspring of 
the Progressive era belief that the complexities and 
problems of modern life cannot be satisfactorily ana-
lyzed and remedied by the now-ancient government 
adopted by the Founders. Progressives believed that 
new tools and new ideas were necessary for a new 
society. To devise the correct answers to life’s mul-
tifarious and complicated dilemmas, Progressives 
believed that we needed an equally complex matrix 
consisting of umpteen government problem-solvers.

The Progressives believed that those change 
agents must be unshackled from the anachronis-
tic separation of powers restraints adopted by the 
Framers so that they can expeditiously implement 
modern solutions to modern problems. They must 
also be largely independent from political oversight 
and control so that partisan politics cannot prevent 
their scientifically based solutions from taking effect. 
and to discover those answers, they must be staffed 
by highly educated and trained specialists who are 
both empowered to use their expertise and protect-
ed against interference or retaliation from the politi-
cal branches for devising the “right” answer to every 
problem, regardless of the public’s opposition to it.

In the years predating the Progressive era, there 
were similar institutions to fill the role of Platon-
ic Guardians.30 They were called universities and 
businesses. (Individuals also did their fair share of 
innovation, but Progressives did not acknowledge 
the ability of average, everyday people to improve 
society, no matter how many of them did that job 
successfully for quite some time.) In the govern-
ment, the institutions that arose to invent creative 
solutions to thorny problems are called administra-
tive agencies. The principal difference between the 
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private and public problem-solving institutions is 
that only the latter can put you in jail, fine you, seize 
your property, or deny you a license to operate a 
business if you do not agree with their solutions. you 
can disagree with a professor or decline to do busi-
ness with a company and go your own way if you 
think that you can build a better mousetrap, but no 
one can walk away once you’re in the crosshairs of 
the government.

If you believe that reliance on public-sector 
experts is the perfect recipe not for separating the 
powers of government to protect the liberties of 
the people, but for separating the government from 
the people so that the former can redefine the liber-
ties of the latter, you’re spot on. Consider what two 
authors recently said about the self-perceived role of 
federal administrators:

[O]fficial Washington lives in its own inside-the-
beltway bubble, where Washingtonians converse 
with one another and rarely interact on an intel-
lectual plane with americans at large. We found 
that much of official and quasi-official Washing-
ton is content to think that ordinary americans, 
and the politicians whom they send to Congress, 
are uninformed and misguided and that policy 
makers generally should ignore them. This is 
more or less what they do. america’s govern-
mental agencies, of course, cannot completely 
ignore the president and Congress, but to the 
extent possible they pursue policy agendas of 
their own and expect citizens to do what they are 
told. Indeed, one of the ongoing discussions in 
official Washington concerns how best to impel 
citizens to obey—is it steering, compulsion, or 
the currently fashionable term “nudging,” which 
means structuring alternatives to limit choices. 
Many officials exemplify what aristotle called 
ανυπευθυνος (anupeuthunos, or civic irresponsi-
bility). Translated literally, ανυπευθυνος refers to 
rulers who think they are too good to submit to 
public accountability.

* * * * *

It may, to be sure, be true that many americans 
know little about government and politics. but so 
what? Most patients know little about medicine, 
and most clients know little about the law. We 
expect, however, that doctors and lawyers will 

exhibit a fiduciary responsibility toward those 
seeking their services. The ignorance of patients 
and clients is a reason to listen more carefully 
and explain more fully, not an excuse for dismiss-
ing them as unworthy of attention. a physician or 
attorney who regards those dependent upon their 
services as fools, and undertakes actions without 
taking much interest in their life circumstances 
and without giving much consideration to their 
needs and preferences, is guilty of medical or 
legal malpractice. Similarly, public servants who 
have disdain for the public they serve, and show 
little interest in the public’s needs and wishes, 
are guilty of civic malpractice.31

Congress has largely been responsible for this 
state of affairs because it created those agencies and 
delegated to them the lawmaking, prosecutorial, 
and adjudicative powers that the Framers believed 
they had vested in the different branches created 
by articles I, II, and III of the Constitution.32 Presi-
dents have relished those delegations because Presi-
dents appoint the “[o]fficers of the united States” 
who head those agencies,33 and those officials can 
orient their institutions toward policies that the 
administration favors.34 The Supreme Court of the 
united States has largely declined to place limits on 
what powers Congress may grant to administrative 
agencies, upholding every delegation that Congress 
has made over the past 80 years as long as Congress 
has identified an ‘intelligible principle” to guide the 
agency’s rulemaking35—which unfortunately has 
come to mean, essentially, writing a grammatically 
correct sentence or two sprinkled with some state-
ments remotely resembling a policy judgment.36

because the Supreme Court offered Congress no 
help in this regard, Congress was forced to devise a 
strategy of its own. The first option that Congress 
chose was the legislative veto.

The Legislative Veto as a Device for 
Congressional Review of Agency 
Regulations

Congress has a variety of tools at its disposal to 
curtail the proliferation of agency regulations. Con-
gress must approve agencies’ budgets each year, 
which gives Members the opportunity to change an 
agency’s priorities, secure promises from senior agen-
cy officials about its work during the upcoming fis-
cal year, and publicly embarrass at budget hearings 
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agency officials whose organization has engendered 
public hostility. every Member can also introduce 
legislation that would clip an agency’s wings, and the 
Members’ minatory presence can deter an agency 
from going on a frolic and detour of its own choosing. 
atop that, Members have almost unlimited access to 
various media outlets, which are more than happy to 
report how “troubled” a particular Member is at the 
goings-on in a particular agency and how it has abused 
its authority in one manner or another. The Senate 
also has a weapon that the House of representatives 
lacks: confirmation hearings. Senators can obtain 
concessions from officials as a condition of receiving 
their vote for the position to which they aspire.

and that is just what the Members can do. every 
Member and every committee has staff that can 
negotiate with an agency’s personnel over the direc-
tion it has taken or will take, and staff members who 
are dissatisfied with an agency’s response are in a 
position to persuade their boss that an agency has 

“gone rogue.”
but Congress decided not to rely entirely on jaw-

boning, criticism, or legislation. as an additional 
means of reining in agencies, Congress came up with 
the legislative veto. a legislative veto would allow 
one or both chambers to veto a specific agency action 
that a majority found unjustified or unwise. These 
vetoes could take the form of a provision added to a 
statute or appropriations law granting one or both 
chambers the right to nullify executive action in 
much the same way that the President can veto a bill 
passed by both houses of Congress.37

The Supreme Court Invalidates the 
Legislative Veto

unfortunately for Congress, the legislative veto 
did not survive. In 1983, the Supreme Court ruled 
in INS v. Chadha38 that a legislative veto was uncon-
stitutional. In an opinion by Chief Justice Warren 
burger, a majority of the Court agreed with Presi-
dent ronald reagan that article I defines the pro-
cess by which Congress may legislate and Congress 
cannot escape that constitutionally fixed procedure 
through a legislative veto.39 The wisdom of the legis-
lative veto, the Court added, was not a fit subject for 
judicial review. The Framers decided to leave policy 
questions to the political branches, with the federal 
courts empowered only to referee disputes and to 
throw a penalty marker only when Congress and the 
President broke one of the Constitution’s rules.

The Congressional Review Act of 1996
Congress Remedies the Flaws in a Legislative 

Veto. Troubled by its inability to restrain agencies’ 
expansive power grabs, Congress adopted the bipar-
tisan Congressional review act of 1996.40 The Cra 
leaves untouched the process that the aPa requires 
agencies to follow to promulgate a regulation. The 
Cra satisfies the bicameralism and Presentment 
requirements that the Supreme Court found criti-
cal in its 1983 decision invalidating the “legislative 
veto”41 while still giving Congress the ability to cabin 
agency overreach. The act achieves those results by 
granting Congress a limited period during which 
it can pass and present to the President a bill that 
would repeal a particular agency regulation.

The Cra directs federal agencies to submit a 
copy of any new “rule” to each house of Congress 

“[b]efore [the] rule can take effect.”42 The rule must 
be submitted as part of a “report” that includes its 
text and a concise description.43 each chamber must 
forward the report to the chairman and ranking 
member of the relevant standing committee with 
jurisdiction over the rule’s subject matter.44 If the 
committee does not vote to disapprove the rule in 
20 legislative days, 30 Senators or representatives 
can bring the matter to the Senate floor for limited 
debate and a vote.45 Once the rule is before the entire 
Senate, the Cra ensures that a vote to invalidate the 
rule cannot be stalled in the Senate by virtue of its 
unique parliamentary procedures. There, the reso-
lution can be brought up at any time; it is not sub-
ject to amendment, a point of order, or a motion to 
postpone its consideration; and debate is limited to a 
maximum of 10 hours split evenly between support-
ers and opponents of the resolution, which keeps a 
filibuster from preventing a vote on it.46

If a joint resolution of disapproval passes, it goes 
to the President for his signature or veto. If the Pres-
ident signs the joint resolution, the rule at issue is 
invalidated, and the agency cannot promulgate a 
new rule that is “substantially the same as” the one 
invalidated.47 The Cra also states that “[n]o deter-
mination, finding, action, or omission under this 
chapter shall be subject to judicial review.”48

The Cra’s terms and provisions raise a number 
of interesting legal issues.49 For present purposes, 
the relevant ones are the following: (1) What is the 
meaning of a “rule,” and (2) what is the “submission” 
that triggers the time period available to Congress to 
pass a joint disapproval resolution?
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The Definition of a “Rule.” The text of the Cra 
is quite straightforward. Section 804(3) of Title 5 
incorporates the definition of the identical term 
found in the aPa,50 a definition that has been rec-
ognized as quite broad.51 The aPa defines a “rule” 
as follows:

“[r]ule” means the whole or a part of an agency 
statement of general or particular applicability 
and future effect designed to implement, interpret, 
or prescribe law or policy or describing the organi-
zation, procedure, or practice requirements of an 
agency and includes the approval or prescription 
for the future of rates, wages, corporate or finan-
cial structures or reorganizations thereof, pric-
es, facilities, appliances, services or allowances 
therefor or of valuations, costs, or accounting, or 
practices bearing on any of the foregoing[.]52

The Importance of a “Submission.” Here, too, 
the text of the Cra defines the relevant term. Sec-
tion 802 provides (in part) as follows:

(a) For purposes of this section, the term “joint 
resolution” means only a joint resolution intro-
duced in the period beginning on the date on 
which the report referred to in section 801(a)(1)
(a) is received by Congress and ending 60 days 
thereafter (excluding days either House of Con-
gress is adjourned for more than 3 days during a 
session of Congress), the matter after the resolv-
ing clause of which is as follows: “That Congress 
disapproves the rule submitted by the __________ 
relating to __________, and such rule shall have 
no force or effect.” (The blank spaces being 
appropriately filled in).

(b)(1) a joint resolution described in subsection 
(a) shall be referred to the committees in each 
House of Congress with jurisdiction.

(2) For purposes of this section, the term “sub-
mission or publication date” means the later of 
the date on which—

(a) the Congress receives the report submit-
ted under section 801(a)(1); or

(b) the rule is published in the Federal regis-
ter, if so published.

The “Reach-Back” Potential of the CRA. read 
together, the above provisions lead to the follow-
ing conclusions:

 n Congress may consider invalidating every “rule” 
that was submitted in compliance with Section 
801 as long as the period specified by Section 802 
has not expired. as far as the substantive reach 
of the Cra goes, Congress may review and nul-
lify every regulation or other “agency statement 
of general or particular applicability and future 
effect designed to implement, interpret, or pre-
scribe law or policy regulation or policy state-
ment.” The latter clause includes interpretive 
rules, policy statements, guidance documents, or 
anything similar, such as “Dear Colleague” letters 
that some departments have issued in the past, 
because those documents are “designed to imple-
ment, interpret, or prescribe law or policy.”

 n The clock does not start to run on Congress’s spe-
cial legislative review period until “the later of 
the date on which” the Federal Register publishes 
the rule or “Congress receives the report submit-
ted under section 801(a)(1).”

 n accordingly, every regulation, policy statement, 
and the like that in Congress’s opinion has not 
yet been properly submitted to Congress for its 
review remains open for invalidation today.

Congress Wanted the Congressional 
Review Act to Have a Broad Scope and to 
Require Federal Agencies to Bring Every 
Item Within Its Reach to Congress’s 
Attention

The “Rules” That Congress Can Review. The 
principal argument to the contrary is that the above 
analysis is a bridge too far. The logical consequence 
of the above discussion is that Congress could invoke 
the Cra to invalidate any regulation or policy state-
ment adopted since the act went into effect in 1996.53 
That interpretation, so the argument would go, is 
not what Congress had in mind. It would send the 
law into turmoil because no one would know what is 
and is not “good law” until years after it takes effect. 
Here, for example, the above interpretation would 
permit Congress to reach back 21 years to void rules 
that have become part of the framework of our law. 
That result would impair every agency’s ability to 
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carry out its mandates and eviscerate private par-
ties’ legitimate, settled expectations.

That argument, however, is unpersuasive. The 
text and purposes of the Cra are to the contrary. 
The Cra uses exceptionally broad language to 
define the “rules” that an agency must submit to 
Congress.54 Documents that are normally consid-
ered “regulations” clearly fit within the definition 
of a “rule,” but so, too, are the interpretive rules that 
agencies often prepare. Those documents can have 
much the same effect as a regulation because of their 
in terrorem effect on regulated parties. Consider 
universities that receive federal funds. The Office 
of Civil rights (OCr) at the Department of educa-
tion issued a “Dear Colleague” letter in 2011 that 
was clearly designed to direct the disciplinary pro-
cedures that colleges must adopt in order to comply 
with OCr’s interpretation of federal law.55 Fearful 
of losing the federal funds that universities receive 
from students in the form of tuition and from the 
federal government in the form of grants, numerous 
colleges capitulated to OCr’s directive.

agency documents with that effect certainly are 
among the type of agency statements “interpret[ing]…
law or policy” that Congress would want to be able to 
review and potentially set aside. a later House sub-
committee report seems to support the position that 
the term “rule” includes “interpretive rules” or pol-
icy statements:

The Uncertainty of Which Rules Are Covered 
By the CRA. The framers of the Congressio-
nal review provision intentionally adopted the 
broadest possible definition of the term “rule” 
when they incorporated section 551(4) of the aPa. 
as indicated previously, the legislative history 
of section 551(4) and the case law interpreting 
it make it clear that it was meant to encompass 
all substantive rulemaking documents—such 
as policy statements, guidance, manuals, circu-
lars, memoranda, bulletins and the like—which 
as a legal or practical matter an agency wishes to 
make binding on the affected public.

That statement emphasizes that by adoption 
of the Section 551(4) definition of rule, the review 
process would not be limited only to coverage of 
rules required to comply with the notice-and-com-
ment provisions of the aPa or any other statuto-
rily required variation of notice-and-comment 

procedures, but rather would encompass a wider 
spectrum of agency activities characterized by their 
effect on the regulated public: “The committee’s 
intent in these subsections is…to include matters 
that substantially affect the rights or obligations of 
outside parties. The essential focus of this inquiry is 
not on the type of rule but on its effect on the rights 
and obligations of non-agency parties.” The framers 
of the legislation indicated their awareness of agen-
cies’ now widespread practice of avoiding the noti-
fication and public participation requirements of 
aPa notice-and-comment rulemaking by utilizing 
the issuance of other, non-legislative documents as 
a means of binding the public, either legally or prac-
tically, and noted that it was the intent of the legis-
lation to subject just such documents to congressio-
nal scrutiny:

The committees are concerned that some agen-
cies have attempted to circumvent notice-and-
comment requirements by trying to give legal 
effect to general statements of policy, “guide-
lines,” and agency policy and procedure manuals. 
The committees admonish the agencies that the 
aPa’s broad definition of “rule” was adopted by 
the authors of this legislation to discourage cir-
cumvention of the requirements of chapter 8.56

The text of the Cra also refutes any argument 
that the “rules” covered by the act should be lim-
ited to what are normally called “regulations” or 
legislative rules. as noted, the Cra definition of 
a “rule” is sufficiently capacious to reach interpre-
tive rules. Congress did classify rules into two cat-
egories: “major rules,” meaning rules that OMb 
finds will have a material effect on the economy, and 
everything else.57 Major rules cannot take effect for 
60 days,58 while non-major rules can go into effect 
in half that time.59 That distinction, however, does 
not affect the definition of a “rule” or when it must 
be submitted to Congress; it affects only when a 
rule can take effect.60 Congress knew how to craft 
an exception to the term “rule” when it thought that 
one was necessary, adopting three of them in the 
Cra. None of them takes interpretive rules out of 
the picture.61

That interpretation of “rule” also makes eminent 
sense. For some time now, to set forth their inter-
pretation of federal law, agencies have followed the 
controversial practice of issuing “interpretive rules,” 
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which do not control private parties, instead of “leg-
islative rules,” which do have such a binding effect.62 
The result is to leave affected parties in a bind. They 
cannot demand that an agency submit its interpre-
tive rules through the aPa notice-and-comment 
rulemaking process, which would allow them not 
only to influence the agency’s rulemaking, but also 
to challenge the rule in court if they are dissatis-
fied with the outcome.63 They could wait until the 
agency takes an enforcement action to challenge the 
agency’s interpretation of a statute, but that option 
is a risky one. Twelve years before the Cra became 
law, the Supreme Court held in Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. 
Natural Resources Defense Council64 that the courts 
must treat as binding an agency’s interpretation of 
an ambiguous statute.65 Disregarding the prevail-
ing rule—which had been that “[i]t is emphatically 
the province and duty of the judicial department to 
say what the law is”66—Chevron concluded that an 
agency’s interpretation of an ambiguous statute 
is controlling even if a reviewing court would read 
the statute differently.67 The upshot is that Chevron 
essentially gave the law-interpreting function to 
agencies in a large number of instances, making it 
inordinately difficult for a private party to persuade 
a court to adopt its interpretation of a statute in an 
enforcement action. under those circumstances, 
Congress wanted to be able to engage in vigorous 
oversight of an agency’s statutory interpretations in 
whatever form they took.

Finally, the above interpretation of the Cra is 
consistent with the Supreme Court’s interpretation 
of the analogous provisions in the aPa. Congress 
adopted the aPa in 1946 to regularize the process 
of agency lawmaking, to allow for public participa-
tion and comment on such efforts, and to ensure that 
agency rules would be subject to judicial review by 
an aggrieved party.68 rules are subject to the notice-
and-comment period set forth in the aPa, but “inter-
pretive rules”—i.e., an agency’s interpretation of acts 
of Congress or the agency’s own regulations—are 
not. The Supreme Court so held in Perez v. Mortgage 
Bankers Association.69 but the Mortgage Bankers 
case did not hold that an agency’s policy statements 
are not rules. The Court held only that an agency 
need not submit interpretive rules to aPa notice-
and-comment rulemaking because an entirely sep-
arate provision of the aPa makes it clear that “the 
act’s notice-and-comment requirement ‘does not 
apply…to interpretative rules.’”70

The Mortgage Bankers ruling therefore supports 
the interpretation of the Cra discussed above. as 
the Congressional research Service has concluded:

Notably, the Cra adopts the broadest definition 
of “rule” contained in the aPa, which is broad-
er than the category of rules subject to notice 
and comment rulemaking. Thus, some agency 
actions that are not subject to notice and com-
ment rulemaking under the aPa, and thus may 
not be published in the Federal Register, may still 
be considered a rule under the Cra.71

The Period Within Which Congress Can Act. 
The clock does not commence on Congress’s review 
period until “the later of the date on which” the Fed-
eral Register publishes the rule or the date on which 

“Congress receives the report submitted under sec-
tion 801(a)(1).” accordingly, any and every regu-
lation, policy statement, and the like that in Con-
gress’s opinion has not yet been properly submitted 
to Congress for its review remains open for invalida-
tion even today—even ones that were published in 
the Federal Register. The text of the Cra makes that 
clear in several ways.

a rule may not take effect until it and the report 
required by Section 801(a)(1) are delivered to Con-
gress (and the Comptroller General), and the time to 
introduce a joint resolution of disapproval for such a 
rule does not commence under Section 802(a) until 
the later of the date of Federal Register publication or 
the date that Congress receives the report pursuant 
to Section 801(a)(1).72 It is illogical to conclude that 
the legislative review period precedes the time when 
Congress can introduce a resolution of disapproval. 
Moreover, the period of expedited review in the Sen-
ate governing such a resolution—a key feature of the 
Cra because it prevents a filibuster—is measured in 
Section 802(e) from the “submission or publication 
date,” which under Section 802(b)(2) “means the 
later of the date on which” Congress “receives the 
report submitted under 801(a)(1)” or publication, “if 
so published.”73 Thus, the Senate’s expedited proce-
dures cannot begin or end before the rule is received 
by Congress.74 accordingly, publication alone does 
not trigger the review period even if the Federal Reg-
ister contains the text of the rule and “a concise gen-
eral statement relating to the rule, including wheth-
er it is a major rule.” The rule must also be presented 
to Congress to start the clock running.
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Why is that critical? Why must an agency also 
submit a published rule to Congress? The reason is 
that Congress directed each agency to give a copy 
of the rule’s text (and other materials) to the Comp-
troller General75 so that he could analyze it for Con-
gress, an analysis that would include recommend-
ing whether the “report” complied with the Cra.76 
Congress would not have the Comptroller General’s 
opinion to consider when reviewing the rule if pub-
lication in the Federal Register alone triggered the 
start of the review period. atop that, the Cra directs 
agencies to “cooperate with the Comptroller General 
by providing information relevant to the Comptrol-
ler General’s report” to Congress. The Comptroller 
General might find it necessary to consider informa-
tion not published in the Federal Register when ana-
lyzing the rule for Congress. using that publication 
date as the triggering event could hamper the work 
that Congress expected the Comptroller General to 
do before it could decide whether to leave the rule in 
place or torpedo it.

The above construction of the Cra is consis-
tent with the purpose of that act. Congress decided 
that it needed an additional tool to review the work 
of agencies in addition to the budget process, over-
sight hearings, and nominations. Congress initially 
settled on the legislative veto as the tool it would 
use, but the Supreme Court scotched that notion 
in Chadha. Congress then turned to the Cra to try 
to reach the same goal that a legislative veto would 
have served, but in a way that avoided the roadblock 
imposed by the Supreme Court. Congress could not 
perform its oversight function if an agency could 
publish a rule and wait for the congressional review 
period to expire before submitting it to Congress. 
Only reading the Cra as discussed above prevents 
an agency from running out the clock.

What the Cra does not include is also significant. 
It pointedly does not adopt a statute of limitations 
that would deny Congress the opportunity to review 
a rule that was published in the Federal Register and 
has already taken effect but has not yet been submit-
ted. Statutes of limitations did not exist at common 
law,77 but they do today. Congress uses them to limit 
the ability of either the government or a private party 
to bring a case before a court for it to decide whether 
the defendant committed a civil wrong or a crime.78 
Congress does not always include a statute of limita-
tions in a law creating private rights, and when that 
occurs, the federal courts will often look to relevant 

state law.79 but that approach is not a sensible one in 
this context. The Cra does not create private rights 
that can be enforced in federal court. It grants Con-
gress an institutional right that is not subject to judi-
cial review. Congress also specified when Congress 
may and must exercise that oversight opportunity, as 
well as when that period begins to run. Looking else-
where to find a limit on Congress’s oversight authority 
would frustrate the all-inclusive purpose of the Cra. 
Finally, because no private party has the authority 
that article I gives to Congress—“[a]ll legislative Pow-
ers”—trying to identify a limitations period by resort-
ing to private law would involve an entirely unguided 
reach into a grab bag of possibilities wholly unrelated 
to the problem that Congress addressed in the Cra.

Two final points: First, the Cra applies to rules 
promulgated by so-called independent agencies. The 
text of the act does not distinguish between those 
agencies and the ones traditionally under the direct 
and close supervision of the President, and there is 
no good reason to exempt them from congressional 
review. Second, appropriations acts for federal agen-
cies directing them to devise and implement rules 
not yet submitted to Congress do not exempt those 
rules from the Cra’s requirements. Congress can, of 
course, alter substantive law in an appropriations 
bill because article I does not exempt appropria-
tions bills from the “bills” that can become “Law[s].” 
but Congress votes on appropriations bills under the 
assumption that the money authorized to be spent 
will be used only for lawful purposes.80 an agency 

“rule”—even one that has been published in the Fed-
eral Register—that has not yet been submitted to 
Congress is, by the very terms of the Cra, not yet “in 
effect” and therefore should not be implemented by 
the agency during the relevant fiscal year until the 
Cra’s requirements have been satisfied.

Conclusion
The Cra provides Congress with an opportunity 

to invalidate an agency rule while satisfying the arti-
cle I bicameralism and Presentment requirements. 
a joint resolution of disapproval signed into law by 
the President invalidates the rule and bars an agency 
from thereafter adopting a substantially similar one 
absent a new act of Congress. as the text of the act 
shows, Congress intended that the Cra apply broad-
ly to whatever type of document an agency could use 
to strong-arm a regulated party into complying with 
the agency’s views.
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both regulations and interpretive rules fit under 
the umbrella of “rules” that Congress used to define 
the substantive scope of agency action. at the same 
time, Congress was precise in stating exactly when 
its opportunity to review and overturn a rule would 
commence: at the later of the date when the Federal 
Register publishes the rule or when the agency prop-
erly submits it to Congress. Together, those provi-
sions enable Congress to reach back and review 
agency legislative and interpretive regulations that 
were never properly submitted to Congress under 
the Cra.

—Paul J. Larkin, Jr., is Senior Legal Research 
Fellow in the Edwin Meese III Center for Legal and 
Judicial Studies, of the Institute for Constitutional 
Government, at The Heritage Foundation.
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45. 5 U.S.C.A. § 802(c) (“In the Senate, if the committee to which is referred a joint resolution described in subsection (a) has not reported 
such joint resolution (or an identical joint resolution) at the end of 20 calendar days after the submission or publication date defined under 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000546&cite=5USCAS603&originatingDoc=NB593FF00A84311D885E288E02FD16EE7&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.History*oc.Document)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000546&cite=5USCAS604&originatingDoc=NB593FF00A84311D885E288E02FD16EE7&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.History*oc.Document)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000546&cite=5USCAS605&originatingDoc=NB593FF00A84311D885E288E02FD16EE7&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.History*oc.Document)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000546&cite=5USCAS607&originatingDoc=NB593FF00A84311D885E288E02FD16EE7&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.History*oc.Document)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000546&cite=5USCAS609&originatingDoc=NB593FF00A84311D885E288E02FD16EE7&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.History*oc.Document)
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subsection (b)(2), such committee may be discharged from further consideration of such joint resolution upon a petition supported in writing 
by 30 Members of the Senate, and such joint resolution shall be placed on the calendar.”).

46. 5 U.S.C. § 802(d) (“(1) In the Senate, when the committee to which a joint resolution is referred has reported, or when a committee is 
discharged (under subsection (c)) from further consideration of a joint resolution described in subsection (a), it is at any time thereafter in 
order (even though a previous motion to the same effect has been disagreed to) for a motion to proceed to the consideration of the joint 
resolution, and all points of order against the joint resolution (and against consideration of the joint resolution) are waived. The motion 
is not subject to amendment, or to a motion to postpone, or to a motion to proceed to the consideration of other business. A motion to 
reconsider the vote by which the motion is agreed to or disagreed to shall not be in order. If a motion to proceed to the consideration of 
the joint resolution is agreed to, the joint resolution shall remain the unfinished business of the Senate until disposed of. (2) In the Senate, 
debate on the joint resolution, and on all debatable motions and appeals in connection therewith, shall be limited to not more than 10 hours, 
which shall be divided equally between those favoring and those opposing the joint resolution. A motion further to limit debate is in order 
and not debatable. An amendment to, or a motion to postpone, or a motion to proceed to the consideration of other business, or a motion 
to recommit the joint resolution is not in order. (3) In the Senate, immediately following the conclusion of the debate on a joint resolution 
described in subsection (a), and a single quorum call at the conclusion of the debate if requested in accordance with the rules of the Senate, 
the vote on final passage of the joint resolution shall occur. (4) Appeals from the decisions of the Chair relating to the application of the rules 
of the Senate to the procedure relating to a joint resolution described in subsection (a) shall be decided without debate.”).

47. 5 U.S.C. § 801(a)(2)(A).

48. 5 U.S.C. § 805.

49. See, e.g., Carey et al., supra note 6; Rosenberg, supra note 6, at 1052.

50. 5 U.S. § 804(3) (incorporating by reference the definition of “rule” found in the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 551(4) (2012)).

51. See, e.g., Rosenberg, supra note 6, at 1054 (“The legislative history of the APA indicates that the term is to be construed broadly: ‘[t]he definition 
of rule is not limited to substantive rules, but embraces interpretive, organizational and procedural rules as well.’ The courts have recognized the 
breadth of the term, indicating that it encompasses ‘virtually every statement an agency may make,’ including interpretive and substantive rules, 
guidelines, formal and informal statements, policy proclamations, employee manuals and memoranda of understanding, among other types of 
actions. Thus, a broad range of agency action is potentially subject to congressional review.”) (footnotes omitted). 

52. 5 U.S.C. § 551(4) (2012).

53. Because the text of the CRA does not indicate that it applies to “rules” adopted before the act became law, Congress would not be able to 
review and invalidate pre-act rules. See Landgraf v. USI Film Prods., 511 U.S. 244 (1994); Rivers v. Roadway Express, Inc., 511 U.S. 298 (1994) 
(ruling that statutes presumptively have only prospective effect).

54. See Cohen & Strauss, supra note 6, at 102–03 (“Every action an agency takes that fits the Administrative Procedure Act’s (APA) definition 
of ‘rule,’ must be submitted to Congress for consideration under the review procedures. Even though major rules are, in some respects, 
singled out for more intensive analytical requirements and have their effective date delayed for some period of time, even policy statements, 
interpretative rules, and technical manuals face congressional review…. By requiring the submission of all regulatory actions meeting the 
APA definition of ‘rule’ in 5 U.S.C. § 551, a much broader category than rulemaking procedures apply to, Congress has spread its resources 
extremely thin.”) (footnote omitted); Carey et al., supra note 6, at 6; Rosenberg, supra note 6, at 1066–67 (“The framers of the congressional 
review provision intentionally adopted the broadest possible definition of the term ‘rule’ when it incorporated the APA’s definition. As 
indicated previously, the legislative history of section 551(4) of the APA and the case law interpreting it clarifies it was meant to encompass 
all substantive rulemaking documents—such as policy statements, guidances, manuals, circulars, memoranda, bulletins and the like—which 
as a legal or practical matter an agency wishes to make binding on the affected public.”) (footnote omitted).

55. See KC Johnson & Stuart Taylor, Jr., The Campus Rape Frenzy: The Attack on Due Process at America’s Universities (2017).

56. Interim Report, supra note 6, at 88 (footnote omitted).

57. 5 U.S.C. § 804(2) (“The term ‘major rule’ means any rule that the Administrator of the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs of the 
Office of Management and Budget finds has resulted in or is likely to result in—(A) an annual effect on the economy of $100,000,000 or 
more; (B) a major increase in costs or prices for consumers, individual industries, Federal, State, or local government agencies, or geographic 
regions; or (C) significant adverse effects on competition, employment, investment, productivity, innovation, or on the ability of United States-
based enterprises to compete with foreign-based enterprises in domestic and export markets.”).

58. 5 U.S.C. §801(a)(3) (“A major rule relating to a report submitted under paragraph (1) shall take effect on the latest of—(A) the later of 
the date occurring 60 days after the date on which—(i) the Congress receives the report submitted under paragraph (1); or (ii) the rule is 
published in the Federal Register, if so published; (B) if the Congress passes a joint resolution of disapproval described in section 802 relating 
to the rule, and the President signs a veto of such resolution, the earlier date—(i) on which either House of Congress votes and fails to 
override the veto of the President; or (ii) occurring 30 session days after the date on which the Congress received the veto and objections of 
the President; or (C) the date the rule would have otherwise taken effect, if not for this section (unless a joint resolution of disapproval under 
section 802 is enacted.”); id. § 801(a)(4) (“Except for a major rule, a rule shall take effect as otherwise provided by law after submission to 
Congress under paragraph (1).”).

59. 5 U.S.C. § 801(a)(4) (“Except for a major rule, a rule shall take effect as otherwise provided by law after submission to Congress under 
paragraph (1).”); id. §v553(d) (requiring a 30-day waiting period).

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000546&cite=5USCAS802&originatingDoc=NB593FF00A84311D885E288E02FD16EE7&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.History*oc.Document)
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60. See Carey et al., supra note 6, at 10 (“Does the CRA Apply to Non-Major Rules? Yes. The CRA can be used to overturn any final rule, regardless 
of whether the rule is major.”) (bold-face deleted).

61. 5 U.S.C.A. § 804(3) (“The term ‘rule’ has the meaning given such term in section 551, except that such term does not include—(A) any rule 
of particular applicability, including a rule that approves or prescribes for the future rates, wages, prices, services, or allowances therefor, 
corporate or financial structures, reorganizations, mergers, or acquisitions thereof, or accounting practices or disclosures bearing on any of 
the foregoing; (B) any rule relating to agency management or personnel; or (C) any rule of agency organization, procedure, or practice that 
does not substantially affect the rights or obligations of non-agency parties.”).

62. See, e.g., Robert A. Anthony, Interpretive Rules, Policy Statements, Guidances, Manuals, and the Like—Should Federal Agencies Use Them To Bind the 
Public?, 41 Duke L.J. 1311 (1992).

63. 135 S. Ct. 1199 (2015).

64. 467 U.S. 837 (1984).

65. Chevron established a two-step standard for judicial review of an agency’s interpretation of a statute. The first step is to ask whether Congress 
has answered the specific question in dispute. If so, its answer is dispositive. If not, the reviewing court must ask whether the agency’s reading 
of the law is reasonable. If so, the court must accept that interpretation even if the court would have construed the statute differently. The 
reason, the Court wrote, is that Congress presumably delegated to the agency rather than the courts the authority to construe an ambiguous 
law to make it work. Id. at 842–43.

66. Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 177 (1802) (emphasis added).

67. Chevron, 467 U.S. at 843 (“If, however, the court determines Congress has not directly addressed the precise question at issue, the court does 
not simply impose its own construction on the statute, as would be necessary in the absence of an administrative interpretation. Rather, if 
the statute is silent or ambiguous with respect to the specific issue, the question for the court is whether the agency’s answer is based on a 
permissible construction of the statute.”) (footnotes omitted).

68. See United States v. Morton Salt Co., 338 U.S. 632, 644 (1950) (“The [APA] was framed against a background of rapid expansion of the 
administrative process as a check upon administrators whose zeal might otherwise have carried them to excesses not contemplated in 
legislation creating their offices.”).

69. 135 S. Ct. 1199 (2015).

70. Id. at 1206 (quoting 5 U.S.C. § 553(b)(A)).

71. Carey et al., supra note 6, at 6.

72. 5 U.S.C. § 802 (“(a) For purposes of this section, the term ‘joint resolution’ means only a joint resolution introduced in the period beginning 
on the date on which the report referred to in section 801(a)(1)(A) is received by Congress and ending 60 days thereafter (excluding days 
either House of Congress is adjourned for more than 3 days during a session of Congress), the matter after the resolving clause of which is as 
follows: ‘That Congress disapproves the rule submitted by the __________ relating to __________, and such rule shall have no force or effect.’ 
(The blank spaces being appropriately filled in). (b)(1) A joint resolution described in subsection (a) shall be referred to the committees in 
each House of Congress with jurisdiction. (2) For purposes of this section, the term “submission or publication date” means the later of the 
date on which— (A) the Congress receives the report submitted under section 801(a)(1); or (B) the rule is published in the Federal Register, if 
so published.”).

73. 5 U.S.C. § 802(b)(2) (emphasis added); see id. § 802(c)–(e)(e) (“(c) In the Senate, if the committee to which is referred a joint resolution 
described in subsection (a) has not reported such joint resolution (or an identical joint resolution) at the end of 20 calendar days after the 
submission or publication date defined under subsection (b)(2), such committee may be discharged from further consideration of such joint 
resolution upon a petition supported in writing by 30 Members of the Senate, and such joint resolution shall be placed on the calendar. (d)(1) In 
the Senate, when the committee to which a joint resolution is referred has reported, or when a committee is discharged (under subsection (c)) 
from further consideration of a joint resolution described in subsection (a), it is at any time thereafter in order (even though a previous motion to 
the same effect has been disagreed to) for a motion to proceed to the consideration of the joint resolution, and all points of order against the joint 
resolution (and against consideration of the joint resolution) are waived. The motion is not subject to amendment, or to a motion to postpone, 
or to a motion to proceed to the consideration of other business. A motion to reconsider the vote by which the motion is agreed to or disagreed 
to shall not be in order. If a motion to proceed to the consideration of the joint resolution is agreed to, the joint resolution shall remain the 
unfinished business of the Senate until disposed of. (2) In the Senate, debate on the joint resolution, and on all debatable motions and appeals 
in connection therewith, shall be limited to not more than 10 hours, which shall be divided equally between those favoring and those opposing 
the joint resolution. A motion further to limit debate is in order and not debatable. An amendment to, or a motion to postpone, or a motion 
to proceed to the consideration of other business, or a motion to recommit the joint resolution is not in order. (3) In the Senate, immediately 
following the conclusion of the debate on a joint resolution described in subsection (a), and a single quorum call at the conclusion of the debate if 
requested in accordance with the rules of the Senate, the vote on final passage of the joint resolution shall occur. (4) Appeals from the decisions 
of the Chair relating to the application of the rules of the Senate to the procedure relating to a joint resolution described in subsection (a) shall be 
decided without debate. (e) In the Senate the procedure specified in subsection (c) or (d) shall not apply to the consideration of a joint resolution 
respecting a rule— (1) after the expiration of the 60 session days beginning with the applicable submission or publication date, or (2) if the report 
under section 801(a)(1)(A) was submitted during the period referred to in section 801(d)(1), after the expiration of the 60 session days beginning 
on the 15th session day after the succeeding session of Congress first convenes.”).
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74. See, e.g., New York State Dept. of Social Servs. v. Dublino, 413 U.S. 405, 419–20 (1973) (“We cannot interpret federal statutes to negate their 
own stated purposes.”). For the same reason, the CRA cannot be read to trigger congressional review based on publication by CNN or buried 
in an obscure portion of the agency website.

75. 5 U.S.C. § 801(a)(1)(B) (“On the date of the submission of the report under subparagraph (A), the Federal agency promulgating the rule shall 
submit to the Comptroller General and make available to each House of Congress—(i) a complete copy of the cost-benefit analysis of the rule, 
if any; (ii) the agency’s actions relevant to sections 603, 604, 605, 607, and 609; (iii) the agency’s actions relevant to sections 202, 203, 204, 
and 205 of the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995; and (iv) any other relevant information or requirements under any other Act and any 
relevant Executive orders.”).

76. 5 U.S.C. § 801(2) (“(A) The Comptroller General shall provide a report on each major rule to the committees of jurisdiction in each House 
of the Congress by the end of 15 calendar days after the submission or publication date as provided in section 802(b)(2). The report of 
the Comptroller General shall include an assessment of the agency’s compliance with procedural steps required by paragraph (1)(B). (B) 
Federal agencies shall cooperate with the Comptroller General by providing information relevant to the Comptroller General’s report under 
subparagraph (A).”).

77. Charles Doyle, Cong. Research Serv., 7-5700, Statutes of Limitation in Federal Criminal Cases: An Overview, at 1 (Oct. 1, 2012), https://
fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/RL31253.pdf.

78. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. §3282 (2012) (“Except as otherwise expressly provided by law, no person shall be prosecuted, tried, or punished for any 
offense, not capital, unless the indictment is found or information is instituted within five years next after such offense shall have been 
committed.”).

79. See Wilson v. Garcia, 471 U.S. 261, 266–67 (1985) (“The Reconstruction Civil Rights Acts do not contain a specific statute of limitations 
governing § 1983 actions—a void which is commonplace in federal statutory law…. When Congress has not established a time limitation for a 
federal cause of action, the settled practice has been to adopt a local time limitation as federal law if it is not inconsistent with federal law or 
policy to do so.”).

80. See TVA v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153, 190–91 (1978) (“When voting on appropriations measures, legislators are entitled to operate under the 
assumption that the funds will be devoted to purposes which are lawful and not for any purpose forbidden. Without such an assurance, every 
appropriations measure would be pregnant with prospects of altering substantive legislation, repealing by implication any prior statute which 
might prohibit the expenditure. Not only would this lead to the absurd result of requiring Members to review exhaustively the background of 
every authorization before voting on an appropriation, but it would flout the very rules the Congress carefully adopted to avoid this need.”).


